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2008 was great year for NHS. We continued many of our programs and
we even found time to plan one or two new ones. If I have to put a theme to
2008, I would say it was a year of experimentation.

The biggest example of experimentation was the first-ever Outlaw Run motorcycle rally. Now some
of you might be saying, how does this deal with history? Well, the rally followed part of the escape
route that the James-Younger Gang took out of Northfield. Along the way we told the riders about
the escape route and how the heroic citizens of Northfield took a stand on Sept. 7, 1876. Not only
did we spread the history of the escape route of the James-Younger Gang but we spread the word
of the Northfield Historical Society to a different population that might not know of us.

We also saw the completion of a big experiment in the publication of “Caught in the Storm.”
It took more than four years and 26 students and 29 interns to write a complete history of
the escape trail of the James-Younger Gang. Since the book’s release in September, we have
sold more than 400 copies and continue to receive requests from all over the United States. A
big thank you has to go to Earl Weinmann, who coordinated this project and all of our other
successful youth education programs, which are truly the crown jewels of NHS.

The Museum Store continues to be a success even in these tough economic times. The store
met its goal for 2008. We continue to offer a wide variety of Northfield-related items. The
Defeat of Jesse James Days celebration was another banner year for the store. We saw our
third year of increased sales during DJJD and a big thank you goes to the Museum Store
Committee for its members’ hard work throughout 2008.

Work on the Northfield History Collaborative continued. This joint effort between Carleton
College, the Northfield Public Library, the Rice County Historical Society and NHS is moving
along nicely. The Collaborative presented the project at the Minnesota Association of Museum
Conference in 2008. In fact, next week at a Minnesota Historical Society workshop, we are
presenting our pilot website.

In 2008 NHS also commenced on a joint podcasting program with the City of Northfield’s
Heritage Preservation Committee, the Northfield Downtown Development Corporation and
the Chamber of Commerce/Convention and Visitors Bureau. We have also been in contact
with both colleges in developing these podcasts that will be used by visitors for historic
walking tours of Northfield.

As we look forward for 2009, we will continue to honor and preserve Northfield’s unique
history. I would like to thank you all for a great 2008 and for your commitment to NHS.
Without your support, this would not be the great organization that it is.

Hayes Scriven, Executive Director

Message from the Executive Director

Scriven



2008 at the Northfield Historical Society witnessed a re-energized faith
in the power of new ideas as we sought creative ways to engage our
community. A carefully crafted strategic plan kick-started our year, informing
our decision-making process at every turn. But it was the skilled and
innovative NHS board and dedicated volunteers who successfully navigated

uncharted territory to result in our many new projects and achievements this year.

We held attention-getting events such as the Outlaw Run, which traced by motorcycle the
historic James-Younger Gang escape route. The development of a dynamic logo and slogan
updated our image, while a change of auction venue enhanced an already successful
fundraiser. The NHS supported highly visible community projects such as America in Bloom
and the Harvest Sculpture Dedication. A redesigned Web presence expanded our reach to an
international audience. The student-driven publication of a unique body of research, Caught
in the Storm, garnered widespread acclaim for our exceptional youth education program.
And, of course, Defeat Days continued to be a great success for NHS, with the
aforementioned book published just in time to sell in impressive quantities.

Less colorful but no less critical activities thrived behind the scenes: the strengthening of our
committee structure, the planning for building restoration and the revamping of our Board
Book. Our organization benefitted from improved financial oversight and reporting, as well as
the finalizing of a work-intensive MAP process. Through St. Olaf ’s new Academic Engagement
Program, we worked with business students to create a real-world marketing plan.

Ongoing speaker programs and exhibits enjoyed increased attendance; highlights were the
Women of WWII exhibit and the Ghost Town of Lewiston program. Our Store Committee
deserves special recognition for infusing new merchandise and display approaches into its
operations. In today’s challenging economy we are grateful to enjoy a solid financial footing,
thanks in part to generous donations from the estates of Donovan and Bonita Parker,
founder Mary Lou Street, and others.

All of these projects and programs required countless hours of effort from our executive
director, board and volunteers. Plans for 2009 include the implementation of our newly
minted marketing plan, additional progress on the exciting Northfield History Collaborative
and increased interaction with other cultural organizations in our community.

My heartfelt thanks goes to all of you for your talents, time, hard work and inspiration. It has
been a privilege to serve as your President in 2008.

Gail Jones Hansen, President, 2008

Hansen

Message from the President



Executive Committee

2008 was an excellent year for the Northfield Historical Society. The prior year
really energized and motivated the Board with the completion of the strategic planning
process and the reactivation of many committees, laying the groundwork and instilling
a focus for what work was ahead of the Board.

We can never say enough about our annual events. We are very fortunate to have had
so many wonderful people come out for our annual meeting in March, the new
motorcycle rally in August, cemetery stories in October and the auction in November.
Not to mention all of the happenings at the museum with the rotating exhibits, the
tours and the store activity. The events just keep getting bigger and better! All of these
events are possible because we truly have an amazing group of members, volunteers
and staff. We can never thank you all enough.

We look forward to the new year and all that it may bring. Please join us in 2009 as we
continue Making History Matter.

Gail Jones Hansen, Deanna Kuennen, Jodi Lawson, Debby Larsen and Charles Sandstrom,
Executive Committee



Treasurer’s Report

Total income for 2008 (exclusive of Legacy Plaza and Fourth of July Celebration
income), was $331,600; total expenses (exclusive of Legacy Plaza and Fourth of July
Celebration), were just over $175,600, yielding positive cash for the year of over $156,000.
The positive cash position was achieved primarily as a result of major gifts of $108,000
from the Bonita and Don Parker estate, an additional gift of $31,400 from the Mary Lou
Street estate, an operating grant of $2,500, and continued efforts at expense control by the
Society’s Executive Director and Board of Directors

An area of concern during the year was significantly lower commercial rent income. The
commercial property immediately adjacent (west) to the Museum store was vacant for
eight months during the year, reducing planned rental income by approximately $9.500.
As of November ’08, this space was rented, but only through year end. Considering the
economic climate and the current availability of commercial space in downtown
Northfield, it is unlikely this space will be rented in the near future for a price similar to
that achieved in the past. It will likely remain vacant for a portion of the year.

APPLICATION OF CASH
During the year, $35,000 from positive cash (from both 2007 and 2008), was invested in
(relatively) high interest CDs, increasing the total amount of operational surplus invested
in CDs to over $75,000. All CDs are due to mature over the next 13 months with the
principal and interest to be used to meet operational expenses if required or reinvested to
maintain a cash buffer. In addition, $80,000 of the Parker gift and $30,000 of the Street
gift was invested in short-term CDs, bringing the total amount invested during 2008 to
$145,000, increasing total cash reserves by year end to over $186,000. These CDs are
expected to generate interest income in the range of $3,500 to $4,000 in 2009.

A significant portion of the Parker and Street gifts ($100,000) has been recommended for
use in the future for the planned building expansion and remodeling, the other $86,000
will be retained as a cash buffer or applied to programs of opportunity (including the
building expansion and remodeling), or some combination, as directed by the board.

Additionally, the EDA loan balance of $47,000 was paid off during the year through a
combination of budgeted operating funds, the balance of the capital savings account and
a portion of the Parker gift. The elimination of the loan balance resulted in a saving of
approximately $2,000 in interest expense for the 2008 fiscal year.

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 
Continuing progress was made in 2008, (again thanks to Kathy Peterson), in converting the
NHS financial records to a computerized system, which allowed for closer management of
the monthly financial activities and cash flow of the Society. Monthly financial reports have
been standardized, Finance Committee meetings have resumed on a monthly basis to both
review the monthly financial reports and identify areas of financial concern and provide
advice to the NHS board on use of unbudgeted funds. New policies and procedures have



been drafted addressing the areas of investments, financial authority, committee and treasurer
responsibilities, financial documentation procedures, financial audits, budgeting process, and
the like. In 2009 work will continue on documenting procedures and adding policies as needed.

FINANCIAL AUDIT
The NHS financial records were audited when the 2008 books were finalized. Thomas Posch,
of the First National Bank, found the books to be in order.

NHS income was derived from the following sources:

Historical Society / Museum Events...................................................$78,700 ...........24.1%

Store Sales ............................................................................................$44,100 ...........13.3%

Property Rent.......................................................................................$37,300 ...........11.3%

Grants ...................................................................................................$28,600 .............8.6%

Sub Total......................................................................................................$189,700 .........57.3%

Unplanned Gifts and Grants...............................................................$141,900 .........42.7%

Grand Total .................................................................................................$331,600 .......100.0%

C. E. Sandstrom, Treasurer

T he Northfield Historical Society Endowment Fund 

Balance December 31, 2007 ................................................................................. $ 155,753
Contribution....................................................................................................$  2,000
Investment gain/(loss).....................................................................................$(44,641)
Earnings ...........................................................................................................$  3,514
Grants paid to NHS.........................................................................................$  (6,760)
Administrative fees ..........................................................................................$  (986)
Investment expense .........................................................................................$  (511)

Balance December 31, 2008 ..................................................................................$ 108,370

The Minnesota Community Foundation manages bequests from the Headly Endowment, the
Nutting Family Funds and the Street Endowment. Grants received from these three bequests
amounted to $21,824 in 2008.

The Minnesota Community Foundation realized a 28% loss of value during 2008. Continuing
losses in the stock market are predicted in 2009, which will further reduce the value of the NHS
endowment under the control of the Minnesota Community Foundation.

Considering the state of the national economy, we should expect reductions in grants made in
2009 in the range of 25% -35% from the 2008 grant level. Future grants will vary based on the
funds performance.

C. E. Sandstrom, Treasurer

Endowment Funds
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The Publications Committee sought to revitalize its mission over the past year.
Three specific areas were addressed: The Scriver Scribbler; use of the website; and
development of an annual publication series, tentatively called "Northfield History
Series."

The Scribbler Scribbler, with new editors Jeff Sauve and Evelyn Hoover at the helm,
continued the success of former editor Gail Jones Hansen. Following the revised
mission of NHS, the Scribbler embraced promoting diversity-related articles. Articles
were sought that would provide a deeper understanding of an event or an individual.
In addition, Executive Director Hayes Scriven has scanned all former newsletters and
soon will have them available on the web. The Scribbler will also undergo a layout and
formatting redesign in 2009.

The committee sought to improve the NHS website by posting interesting articles
written by members or posting unabridged from the Scribbler. The first such posting was
the full version of an article on the 1918 pandemic influenza outbreak in Northfield.

Spearheading a new phase in interpreting Northfield's history, I proposed that NHS
publish one or two histories annually. I am currently working on a publication telling
the stories of several Northfield pioneer women (expected release in September 2009).
The committee agreed to actively seek future authors through a publicized submission
process.

Jeff Sauve, Committee Member

Publications Committee



T he Museum Store had a very positive 2008. With the introduction of new
merchandise and increased promotions, the store met its projected revenue, $44,000.
We will continue to refine the merchandise offered by updating existing items with the
new NHS logo, retiring items that are not selling well and adding some specially
selected items. Some of these items will promote Northfield without an emphasis on
the Northfield Historical Society or the Defeat of Jesse James Days. We plan to
continue online sales and hope to expand them. As NHS will soon be able to e-mail its
members, we will use this to promote the store and its merchandise.

We continue to review and improve our volunteer program. The thank-you gift
certificates will continue and we will be sending a Store Volunteer Newsletter every
couple of months to keep everyone informed and involved. We hope to re-energize the
Store Committee with a couple of new volunteers who have knowledge of non-profit
organization retail and affection for the Northfield Historical Society.

Nola Matheson, Museum Store Committee Chair

Museum Store

Senior PosseThe Adult Posse had another terrific year in 2008. We had the addition of five
members who went through the training sessions in April and May and were ready to give
weekend tours in June. These new members who devoted their time to telling the Northfield
stories and highlighted our local heroes were: Bobby Barjestah, Ariel Emery, Matt Hagen-
Stowe, Sofie Jokela and Keeney Swearer. As we do each year, we also lost a few of our Adult
Posse members to job relocation and moving away to college. We bid adieu to Don Marshall
and Matt Hagen-Stowe. Thanks for a job well done. We are always looking for new faces to
become Adult Posse members and to guide our guests through our museum, to tell our
story with your own personal touch. Please consider becoming one of our distinguished
tour guides and meet the exciting folks who stop by in the summer to pay us a visit. Our
current members who deserve a heartfelt thanks and a tip of the hat are: Judy Boehme,
Orrin Delong, Christian Hakala, Susan Hvistendahl, Nola Mathison, Dave Mucha, Scott
Richardson, Heather Scott, Judy Sosted, Keeney Swearer, Earl Weinmann.

2008 Adult Posse Tour Guides

Bobby Barjestah
Judy Boehme
Orrin Delong
Ariel Emery
Matt Hagen-Stowe

Christian Hakala
Susan Hvistendahl
Sofie Jokela
Nola Mathison
Dave Mucha

Scott Richardson
Heather Scott  
Judy Sosted
Keeney Swearer  
Earl Weinmann



A s you might already have guessed, memberships are one of the most
important facets of non-profit organizations. The Northfield Historic Society is no
different, as membership enrollment represents a significant part of our operating budget.

In 2008, NHS membership was status quo. Our membership base at the end of 2007
was 481 members. That number is now 496. Steady as she goes. Our memberships
brought in $16,309 compared to $16,485 in 2007. Now you might ask why the dollar
amount decreased slightly when the memberships increased. That can be contributed
to people renewing or become members at a lower level than in the past.

I have asked Jessica Green to co-chair this committee with me. Jessica and I are honored
to be able to contribute. Along with Hayes’ experience in fundraising my expertise in
many pertinent areas and Jessica's enthusiasm and passion for people, we are certain to
see a boost in members. We aim to bring some historically successful recruitment
techniques up to speed through e-mail marketing, online membership forms and some
good old-fashioned telemarketing. I am experienced at effective marketing through my
work in sales while Jessica brings experience from her board position with the Defeat of
Jesse James Days Committee. Our committee will help non NHS members see why they
need to be involved. The inherent “what’s in it for me” question resounds in many local
residents minds when we ask for donations. Times are financially tight, so a straight-
forward and simple approach to recruiting will be required.

We all know it’s a numbers game. The more people we can talk to, the more people we
can win over. We’ve set up a group of talented leaders on the Membership Committee
that assist in the most efficient and effective ways of reaching those numbers.

Tim Freeland and Jessica Green, Membership Committee Co-Chairs

Membership



Archives and Collections

Fifty-three collections were added to the Northfield Historical Society holdings
in 2008. You might be thinking that isn’t a lot of artifacts, but many of these
collections were large. We received several thousand photographs taken of the Defeat
of Jesse James Celebration from 1999 through 2008. We also received 67 files from the
League of Women Voters, which contained all of their records for the past 10 years.
Many more large collections were donated such as a large collection of bound copies of
the Northfield News donated by the Northfield Public Library.

As part of the Northfield History Collaborative (NHC), we have started to update the
inventory of our holdings. We hope that with the launch of the NHC that all of our
collections will someday be accessible online for everyone. As of right now, we have
scanned more than 1,000 images from our collection.

Storage space is still at a premium, but with some rearranging and additional shelving
units we have been able to free up some space and re-organize the collection so it is
more user-friendly. For example, Exhibit Committee members Bob and Martha
Davies researched and assembled an exhibit on Northfield Women and World War II.
The exhibit illustrates a great example of the kinds of artifacts that are in our
collection and will be up until Memorial Day.

Finally, we have to send a big thank you to Joan Olson. If you have visited the archives
in the last eight years you have probably seen Joan working on some of the artifacts.
Because of health reasons, Joan has stepped down from her position of Volunteer
Archivist. Joan has volunteered with NHS on an almost daily schedule for her entire
tenure with NHS. We wish Joan the best of luck with her health and hope to see her
around NHS for many more years!

A big thank you also has to be giving to Barbara Rippley, who in Joan’s absence has
really helped with collections management. We also have to thank Corrine Heiberg,
Alicia Reuter and the Junior Curators for their help in the archives in 2008.

We are always in need of volunteers in all aspects of the NHS.
If you can spare two to three hours 
on a regular basis, please contact us.

Hayes Scriven, Executive Director



The Northfield Historical Society continued its exhibits and speaker program in
2008. We have maintained displays at Premier Bank and at the Northfield Middle
School. In 2008, our speaker programs ranged from a history of World War I and the
significance of the Poppy to how the book, “Caught in the Storm” was created.

Because of the work of Bob and Martha Davies, we were able to produce a wonderful
exhibit on Northfield Women and World War II. This exhibit chronicles the
involvement of four Northfield women in World War II. More than 150 photographs
and many artifacts are included in the display. The exhibit will be on display through
Memorial Day.

2009 is going to be another great year for exhibits and programs. The committee is
planning at least one big exhibit and a few smaller ones through the year. We will also
continue our speaker program. Our first program of 2009, “The Ghost Town of
Lewiston,” drew 67 people from the Northfield area and many interested people from
the Cascade and Randolph areas.

We are always in need of committee volunteers and ideas for programs and exhibits. If
you are interested, please contact us at 507-645-9268.

Hayes Scriven, Executive Director

Exhibits and Programs



A s mandated by the NHS Strategic Plan, our marketing goals, to be achieved over
three years, are to: “create and implement a marketing and pubic relations plan that defines
NHS’s identity and image (including reworking our slogan/logo/brand); outlines an
ongoing, consistent communications program; delineates specific goals and methods for
increasing membership; initiates a regular practice of brainstorming innovative promotional
strategies; works in tandem with other organizations to market cultural awareness and
education; and implements special projects such as bilingual, multimedia and website
marketing and education.” Our action steps for the first year of this implementation (2008)
charged us with developing a marketing/public relations plan as well as a new logo and
slogan. We achieved both.

First, the Marketing/Public Relations Committee developed a preliminary communications
plan outlining image/identity considerations and suggesting communications and
promotional activities. Then, through St. Olaf’s new Academic Civic Engagement Program,
the Executive Director and I worked through the fall with St. Olaf professor Sian Muir and
her marketing students to develop a real-world marketing plan. Using our Communications
Plan as a starting place, the students ultimately created a well-researched document
summarizing our culture, demographics, social issues, technology, economics and politics,
and providing a strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats (SWOT) analysis. It identified
our target markets and provided innovative suggestions for new “products” or events: a
historically themed golf tournament, a bring-a-friend event, a “bringing history home”
program, a children’s campaign, etc. This plan will be used as a practical marketing roadmap
for 2009 and beyond.

Another notable achievement of 2008 was the development of a new logo and slogan.
Acheson Creative provided a wealth of excellent logo design options, one of which we
selected as our primary brand mark and the rest to be used for specialty applications (t-
shirts, postcards, etc.) The board selected “Making History Matter” as NHS’s official slogan.

Other activities in 2008 included the expansion and redesign of the NHS website, which
included a layout redesign and new graphics. In 2008, our web site had 10,370 visitors. We
have also posted many of our oral history videos and all of our old Scriver Scribblers from
1975-2006. The quarterly Scriver Scribbler, under the expert editorship of Jeff Sauve and
Evelyn Hoover, continued to provide historical depth of content to our membership
through its well-researched articles. The NHS also maintained a strong presence in the
Northfield News, the Northfield Entertainment Guide, and northfield.org.

Our goals for 2009 call for exploring the activities suggested by our new marketing plan;
initiating a communications program; collaborating with the Membership Committee on
recruitment; and working in tandem with other Northfield organizations to increase
cultural awareness and education.

Gail Jones Hansen, Marketing/Public Relations Committee Chair

Marketing/Public Relations



In 2008, a total of 53 students in grades seven through 12 contributed their
time and talents to the Northfield Historical Society youth programs serving as Junior
Curators, SCOPE members, Junior Posse I, Junior Posse II and Summer Assistants.

Although all of the youth programs have made us proud of our young adults, one
particular accomplishment has us beaming with satisfaction. After four years of research,
writing, editing, proofreading, sifting through libraries and archives, and honing a host
of other historical skills, our SCOPE students have completed the book, “Caught in the
Storm: A Field Guide to the James and Younger Gang Escape Trail.” Over the 48 months
it took to complete this project, a total of 26 students worked with 29 Carleton College
interns to create this magnificent travel guide and history. It chronicles the journey of
the James-Younger Gang after they fled Northfield, detailing their encounter with
unsuspecting citizens, posse members and those who brought about their downfall two
weeks later. At the annual James and Younger Gang Convention, the book received the
Milton F. Perry Award for best nonfiction book of 2008. NHS even received a letter from
Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty praising the book’s contribution to our state’s
history. The book will be sold in the NHS Museum Store and all the proceeds go toward
NHS’ five youth programs. (A special thanks goes out to the Northfield School District,
First National Bank of Northfield, Carleton College and NHS for sharing the publication
costs pertaining to the SCOPE book.)

But the SCOPE program wasn’t the only activity involving the youth of our community.
If you walked into the Museum Store this past summer, chances are you were greeted by
two of our 29 Junior Curators. If they did not greet you, it may have been because they
were busy cleaning displays, decorating the storefront window, arranging inventory or
assisting a guest making a purchase. What you probably did not see were the two Junior
Curators working with our Summer Assistants in the basement archives and collections.
Here they research and write the Cemetery Stories scripts, make phone calls to members,
catalog artifacts and perform other general museum duties.

If you happened to walk beyond the museum store, you would have encountered one of
our Junior Posse I or II students standing in period costume waiting to give the next
tour. Our guests pay the required admission and embark on a historically accurate tour.
They smile as their personal tour is brimming with the enthusiasm that only the youth
can bring to such a story.

It’s been a great year and we thank our youth for their investment in our historical
society, our past and our future.

Earl Weinmann, Education Committee Chair

Youth Education Program
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EventsOUTLAW RUN

The first NHS Outlaw Run was held Aug. 23, 2008. All things given, it was an
unqualified success.

Planning for the event went back to late 2007, when Executive Director Hayes Scriven
and then-President Dan Freeman approached me with the idea and asked me to chair
the event. I gave an enthusiastic yes.

Without a prior history of what to do or how many bikers to expect, a small committee
was formed with the idea of loosely following the James-Younger gangs' escape route
from Northfield. The final route led us to Elysian with a stop at the Thirsty Beaver and
back to Northfield with stops at Faribault Harley and Boonies in Millersburg.

Weather was beautiful that Saturday morning as we left at about 11 a.m. after a bank
raid re-enactment by the James-Younger Gang. A total of 69 bikes registered and paid
$20 each to ride with us. That was the perfect number of bikes, making the whole
thing manageable. For the registration fee participants received a t-shirt (designed by
Nick Sinclair) and a few items courtesy of 3M.

The event was a huge success! We learned a lot about the process and what we need to do to
make it even better next year. Yes, we do plan on riding again, so saddle up that steel horse!

Jeff Johnson, Outlaw Run Chair

CEMETERY STORIES

2008 was the fourth consecutive year that NHS has been the primary sponsor of Under
the Full Moon Cemetery Stories. The event continues to be one of the most popular in
the NHS calendar. This year’s Cemetery Stories saw more than 400 people attending
and listening to the stories of Northfield’s past residents including Grace Whittier, Karl
and Ole Rolvaag, William Gill and Arthur Bierman. Our sincere thanks goes to all of
the volunteers, research students and actors who contributed to making this evening
such a wonderful and successful occasion.

The mission behind the event is to provide an entertaining way for people to learn
about Northfield’s unique history through a vivid portrayal of citizens from all walks
of life and periods of time. Though held in a cemetery at night during a full moon,
Cemetery Stories is meant to be family friendly and interactive rather than scary.

This coming October’s event promises to be another exciting success. If you would like
to get involved with Under the Full Moon Cemetery Stories, contact NHS and we will
find the perfect volunteer opportunity for you. If you know of someone buried in a
Northfield cemetery whose story should be shared, please contact us so that we may
add their name to our list of people to feature in future years.

Chris Ellison, Cemetery Stories Committee Chair



THE MASQUERADE AUCTION GALA

Many thanks to everyone who participated in the Masquerade! The annual Auction
Gala is the Northfield Historical Society’s biggest “Fund”raiser. Whether you were a
party-goer, volunteer, donor or bidder, it was a fabulous evening! And what’s a
masquerade party without a mask! There was an array of wonderful party masks for
purchase in addition to marvelous masks others wore to the party! Half the fun was
trying to determine “who was behind the mask.” The Northfield Golf Club hosted the
event and made us feel welcome and helped us plan our event.

Our auction gala is quickly becoming a not to be missed event in the community. It’s a
fun-filled evening with music, food, wonderful silent and live auction items and good
friends! It’s a time to catch up with people, reaffirm commitments and make new
introductions to others. This year we had a host of magnificent auction items from a
number of bighearted donors. We extend many thanks to all of the generous NHS
members, community businesses and community members who contributed to this
event though their generous financial donations or donations of items and/or time.
Our auction items ranged from the unique, a 7-foot wood-carved statue of Jesse James,
which found a home in the KYMN studios, to the practical, a gift certificate for
prescription glasses, to the sublime, dinner for six with the St. Olaf or Carleton College
president and his wife.

As with any event of this magnitude, the planning began early in the year and gathered
speed as the event approached. Without a host of able-bodied, eager, energetic and
tireless volunteers this event would not exist. I want to thank the Auction Committee
members--Chris Ellison, Danny Freeman, Deanna Kuennen, Ed Kuhlman, Hayes
Scriven, Lora Stile and Robbie Wigley. Our check-out process was streamlined by Jodi
Lawson and her assistants--Angela Busch, Angie Tanghe and Liz Carpentier. Many
thanks for expediting check-out and making it as painless as possible. Our Joker for
the evening, Ed Kuhlman, was outstanding as usual. Musical ambiance was provided
by Glenn Switzer, who set just the right tone. A special thank you to our roaming
photographer, Griff Wigley, who captured the essence of the evening perfectly,
recording it as part of our NHS history.

Mark you calendars now for the Nov. 21, 2009, Auction Gala when you can live or
relive the fun, action and excitement of the Roaring ’20s! 

Michelle M. Millenacker, Auction Gala Co-Chair



Thank you to our 
Generous Sponsors


